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ABSTRACT 
We show that any algebra JZ’ satisfying a standard identity and a certain 
maximality condition is isomorphic to an algebra of matrices with entries belonging to 
the center of JZ’. The general theory is illustrated by algebras of singular integral 
operators. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let &’ be an algebra over a field 9, and denote by 0: its center. Given 
elements a,,..., a, E JZZ, define the standard polynomial of degree n by 
Fn(al,..., 4 = C (- l)Pa,(,). ** a,(,), 
PES” 
where S,, denotes the symmetric group and (- 1)” refers to the sign of the 
permutation p. The algebra & is said to be an F,,-algebra if F,,(a,, . . , a,) = 0 
for arbitrarily chosen a,, . . . , a,, E &. Some typical examples of such algebras 
are: 
(i) Any commutative algebra is an F,-algebra. 
(ii) The algebra Qnxn of all n x n matrices with entries in R is an 
F,,-algebra (the Amitsur-Levitzki theorem; see [2, $63 or [3, VI]). 
(iii) Let & be an algebra, and p and q be arbitrary idempotent 
elements in JZY. Then the subalgebra of ~2 generated by p and q is F4 
(see [51X 
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(iv) A unital C*-algebra over the complex field C is F,, if and only if any 
irreducible representation of this algebra has dimension less than n + 1. 
In [4] it is proved that any semisimple Banach algebra & over C with 
unit e and center (5 is isomorphic to tZnxn if and only if JY is an 
F,,-algebra and & contains a subalgebra &a which is isomorphic to CnXn 
and which contains e. It is the aim of the present note to give a generaliza- 
tion of this result to arbitrary algebras over arbitrary fields. Thereby, we can 
simplify some arguments from [4]. In the second section we quote our 
general version of the cited theorem. In some corollaries we describe the 
center of JX’ and establish some connections between & and its center. 
Finally we illustrate the general theory (and show its bounds) by algebras of 
singular integral operators. 
2. THE STRUCTURE THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let ~2 be a unital algebra over Q, and 0: its center. Then GT’ 
is isomorphic to 0” x * if and only if: 
(a) d is an F,,-algebra. 
(b) & contains a subalgebra do which is isomorphic to Qn Xn and 
which contains the unit. 
Proof. Let ti be isomorphic to anx”. Then, by the Amitsur-Levitzki 
theorem, & is F,,, and (b) is obvious. 
Now let (a) and (b) be satisfied. If ejk E en”” denotes the matrix of 
which the jk th entry is 1 E Q and the others are equal to 0 E R, and if /_L 
stands for the isomorphism between &a and Qnx”, then there exist by (b) 
uniquely determined elements ajk E do such that p(ajk) = ejk. For any 
z E &, set 
wjk = c asjzaks (j,k =l,...,n) 
(here and hereafter we abbreviate Ct=, to C,) and 
We shall prove that u is the desired isomorphism. 
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Clearly, u is linear, and since 
” C C CasjYamsatmZakt 
Ins t j,k=l 
n 
C CasjYa,nmzaks 
m s j,k=l 
u is an algebra homomorphism. Further, the identity 
= C Cusszatt = 2 
s t 
(1) 
shows that the kernel of u is trivial. 
Our next goal is the inclusion wjk(z) E B for all 1 Q j, k < n, and .z E ~2. 
Since y = c, c, ass yu,, for all y E & and wj,(z) = c, asjzaks by definition, 
the commutator wj,(z)y - ywjk(z) is zero if only 
usjzuks!@tt - uss!@tjzukt - -0 
for all y, z E ~2 and 1~ s, t, j, k < n. But this identity is a simple conse- 
quence of 
and of the fact that each F,,-algebra also satisfies the standard identity of 
degree 2n + 1. 
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Finally, it remains to show that u maps & onto gnX”. To see this, let 
(bjk)Jk=lEG"X" and put h = X, C, a,,b,,. Then 
Wjk(b) = C C Ca,pstbstak,, 
m s t 
= C C Cbsta,,pstak,,, (since bst E e) 
m s t 
= Cbjka,,,,,, = bjk> 
m 
which proves our claim. 
COROLLARY 1. Let the conditions of the theorem be satisfied. Then the 
center of G? is equal to the image of w 11, i.e., 
COROLLARY 2. Under the conditions of the theorem, the radical r(W of 
& is isomorphic to (r(Q)nx”. In particular, the radical of & is trivial if and 
only if the radical of the center of & is trivial. 
COROLLARY 3. Now assume d to be a normed algebra over C. Zf a 
matrix norm is given on EnXn, say 
then u is continuous, i.e., ~2 and B” Xn are topologically isomorphic. 
Proof. Put c = maxj,k llajkI(. Then 
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llzll =/( C C"jlwjk(z)ulkll < nc211a(z> II* 
.i k 
COROLLARY 4. Let LZ’ be a Banach algebra over C which is subject to 
conditions (a) and (b) of the Theorem. Then the maximal ideal spaces of JZ’ 
and Q are homeomorphic. 
We conclude this section with some remarks: 
1. Let GZ’ be an algebra over the field R which satisfies (b). Then there 
exist idempotents p,, . . . , p, E & and an element j E J&’ such that 
PiPjc6ijPi, CPi=e, and j-lpi j = pi+l (2) 
(with indices modulo n). Indeed, put pi = aii and j = Ck ak,k+ 1. The con&- 
tions (2) are just the requirements Krupnik met in his scheme ]3, §23I. On 
the other hand, let JZ’ be an algebra with elements pi, j such that (2) holds. 
If one puts 
it is easy to see that the elements aik (i, k = 1,. . . , n) span a subalgebra of JZ’ 
which is isomorphic to Cnx”. Hence, condition (b) and the Krupnik scheme 
are equivalent. If condition (b) [or (2)] is fulfilled for u’, then the proof of 
the Theorem shows that AX? is isomorphic to the algebra 
which is even a little bit stronger than Krupnik’s result. 
2. Example (iii) of the introduction does not satisfy condition (b), but 
often an algebra generated by two idempotents can be embedded into a 
larger algebra such that (a) and (b) hold. Let & be an algebra with identity 
e and with elements p, y. j such that 
P2 = p, q2 = 9, jpj=e- P, jqj=e-9, j2 = e. 
Let ‘%J be the subalgebra of G? which is spanned by e, p, q, and j. By [S], 
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8 E F4. and if we set 
a11 = P, al2 = Pj, a21 = .M, a22 = e - p, 
it is easy to see that condition (b) is satisfied. Now one gets the results from 
[4, $33 immediately from our theorem and from Corollaries I-4. 
3. Let the algebra & satisfy (a> and (b) and let 9 denote the set of all 
elements of ti of the form all.zall where z runs through &. Obviously, _% 
is a subalgebra of GZ, and since allzall = a,,w,,(z)a,, = allwll(z)= 
wll(.z)ull, 9 is even commutative. Moreover, a little thought shows that the 
mapping 
is an isomorphism between 2 and 6 [with r-l(z) = all.zall] which becomes 
a topological isomorphism in the case where the algebra JZY is normed. 
Consequently, if & is a Banach algebra subject to (a) and (b), then the 
maximal ideal spaces of &, G, and g are homeomorphic. 
3. SOME APPLICATIONS 
Remark 3 gives a criterion which, at least to some extent, can be used to 
decide whether a given algebra ,G’ satisfying condition (b) belongs to the 
class F,,. Indeed, in the presence of(b), JZ’ E F,, if and only if the algebra 
_G@ = p,&p, is commutative. Let, for instance, %I be an algebra containing 
elements pi (i = 1,. . . , n), j, and e, subject to (2) and, moreover, containing 
elements 91,..., 9,. Let & denote the subalgebra of %I which is spanned by 
pi, j, e, 9, (i = 1,. .,n, s = 1, . . . . r). 
PROPOSITION 1. JY E F,, if and only if 
fm all i, j, I, m E { 1,. . . , n) and s, t E 11,. . . , r}. Herein, [x, y] := xy - yx. 
Proof. Since ti contains a subalgebra isomorphic to RnX”, JY E F,, if 
and only if g= a,,~u,, is commutative. If 9 is commutative, then of 
course (3) holds. 
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Conversely, (3) implies the commutativity of 9, since each element 
allzall E 9 may be written as a sum of products of the form 
k 
~ln,qrl~m,n,qr,um,n,qr3 . . . qr,aflQ1 = l-I @l”i%,a,il 
i=l 
(take into account that Ci uii = el. n 
In the special case when r = 1, n = 2 we abbreviate q1 to q and p, to p. 
Then the conditions (3) state that the algebra generated by e, p, j, and q is 
F4 if and only if 
Pwq_ip = mipqp~ 
rwjqjp = PjqjPw ) 
Pwjqp = pjqpqp , 
pq.iPjw = pjqpqjp , 
PdPjqjP = pjqjpqjp , 
pjqjpjw =pjwjqjp . (4) 
PROPOSITION 2. Let d be generated by e, p, j, and q us above. 
(a) Zfjqj = e - q, then & E F4 $und only ifp(q2 - qXe - p)= 0. 
(bl Zfjqj = q, then ~2 E F4 $und only if [pqp, pqjpl= 0. 
The proof follows immediately from (4). By the way, we have obtained a 
simple proof for the fact cited in Remark 2: If p, e, j are as above and if 
jqj = e - q and q2 = q, then the algebra generated by p, q, e, and j belongs 
to F4. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let S be the singular integral operator 
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where T stands for the unit circle. Since S is a bounded operator on L2(T) 
and S2 = I, the operator p = (I + S)/2 is a projection operator on L2(U). 
Further, define j on L2(U) by 
(Jo(t) = ff( f)> 
and let 9 be an L” function on T such that y(t)+ 9(1/t) = 1. Denote by & 
the algebra which is generated by p, 9, j, and e, and write &” for the 
image of & in the Calkin algebra. Then ~2” is an F,-algebra if and only if 
the function 92 - 9 is quasicontinuous (for a proof notice that the function 
92 - 9 is symmetric, i.e. (92 - q)(t) = (92 - 9X1/t), and that, for symmetric 
functions a = 92 - 9, the Hankel operator pace - p) is compact if and only if 
a is quasicontinuous; cf. [l, 2.541). 
EXAMPLE 2. Provide R with the orientation which coincides with the 
natural one on [w+ and which is opposed to the natural one on [w-. Identify p 
with the characteristic function of R+, 9 with the singular integral operator 
on R, and j with the operator (jfXt> = f( - t). Then condition (b) of 
Proposition 2 is satisfied, i.e. there is a 2 x2-matrix-valued symbol for the 
algebra generated by p, 9, j, and e. 
EXAMPLE 3. This is a slight generalization of Example 2: Let 0 = /3i < 
p2< ..a < ~3, < 27, and put I = IJ j e’%!+, the lines e’PG!+ equipped 
with an arbitrary orientation. Further, let pi denote the characteristic func- 
tion of e”QR+, 9 the singular integral operator on I, and j the operator 
Then the algebra ~2 generated by p,,. . ., p,, j, 9, e contains a subalgebra 
isomorphic to Cnxn. Moreover, it is easy to see that all operators aliqajl are 
Mellin convolutions on R+. Hence, they commute with each other, and an 
application of Proposition 1 gives that there is an n X n-matrix-valued symbol 
for JK 
The authors are indebted to the referee fw his/ her suggestions for 
improving the original version of the paper and simplifying some steps of the 
proof of the main theorem. 
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